Stem-forming regions that are essential for the amyloidogenesis of prion proteins.
Prion diseases represent fatal neurodegenerative disorders caused by the aggregation of prion proteins. With regard to the formation of the amyloidogenic cross-β-structure, the initial mechanism in the conversion to a β-structure is critically important. To explore the core regions forming a stem of the amyloid, we designed and prepared a series of peptides comprised of two native sequences linked by a turn-inducing dipeptide moiety and examined their ability to produce amyloids. A sequence alignment of the peptides bearing the ability to form amyloid structures revealed that paired strands consisting of VNITI (residues 180-184) and VTTTT (residues 189-193) are the core regions responsible for initiating the formation of cross-β-structures and for further ordered aggregation. In addition, most of the causative mutations responsible for inherited prion diseases were found to be located in these stem-forming regions on helix H2 and their counterpart on helix H3. Moreover, the volume effect of the nonstem domain, which contains ~200 residues, was deduced to be a determinant of the nature of the association such as oligomerization, because the stem-forming domain is only a small part of a prion protein. Taken together, we conclude that the mechanism underlying the initial stage of amyloidogenesis is the exposure of a newly formed intramolecular β-sheet to a solvent through the partial transition of a native structure from an α-helix to a β-structure. Our results also demonstrate that prion diseases caused by major prion proteins except the prions of some fungi such as yeast are inherent only in mammals, as evidenced by a comparison of the corresponding sequences to the stem-forming regions among different animals.